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NOTES.
£29 10 0

Foreign Trade Cut in Half.List month we commented on the tremendous falling off in 
our foreign trade, and the figures for August just published
show no signs of a revival. Last month’s exports were valued guarded.
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demand the complete abolition of the capitalist system, thus 
clearing the ground for a sweeter and saner society.
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system to such an extent that it will be impossible to get food to 
many districts ere it is too late. The workers of all countries 
who allowed the blockade to exist should now insist on free 
relations being opened between Russia and the rest of the world. 
We do not wish to add to the number of funds now open for the 
receipt of subscriptions, but would urge all to contribute as 
freely as they can in the name of our common humanity. Russia 
has held out her hands to the world in vain during the past four 
years ; let her do so no longer.
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at £51.346,307, which compared with £114,903,335 for August 
last year show a decrease of £63,557,028.
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By Peter Kropotkin.

By Peter Kropotkin.

, Cloth, 2h. ; post. 3d. 
Paper, 2s. net ; postage 3d.
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lordly deer roam the hills and glens where food has been and 
could be produced in abundance.
have extended the borders of the British Empire their masters 
enclosed their native land for deer forests.
the fool are in the ends of the earth.”

power, but sentiment cuts no figure in these movements. The man 
who is at the head of a great State counts as his greatest enemy the 
disbeliever in the State. Lenin aims at making the State the one great 
capitalist, and we for our part have always maintained that of all 
imaginable social structures this Imperial Socialism would be. and 
would prove itself speedily to be, the very worst. Therefore, to Lenin 
and his supporters we are the worst of foes.

There has come to our table, from U.S.A., a 70-page pamphlet 
entitled “ Anarchism and the World Revolution,” by Fred S. Graham 
(15c., published privately). It is an answer to Robert Minor, who has 
become conspicuous of late as a sudden convert to Bolshevism. The 
pamphlet develops at some length, and with much exact scholarship, 
the points I have endeavoured to express; and the author has no diffi
culty in demonstrating that if Mr. Minor spoke the truth when he 
came fresh from Russia, he has been lying most brazenly since his 
conversion. I recommend it to the student,* it being understood that 
the object of all study is to get as near as possible to truth.

It was after reading the pamphlet named that I started this article 
with some remarks on lies; but indeed I take the exposure of lies as 
being nineteen-twentieths of the Anarchist’s task. Always and every
where the liar is our greatest enemy. It is he who hamstrings advance 
by the mental confusion he brings into all counsels. It is he who puffs 
up the masses with false hopes, that they may fall subsequently with a 
more paralysing thud. It is he who makes a mere windbag of a cause 
that, resting on eternal verities, should be as solid as a rock. And the 
most pernicious form of lie is that fraudulent use of language whereby 
black, shaded away through many grades of colour, is made finally to 
look like white. W. C. O.
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We Want to Buy—
P. Kropotkin’s “Great French Revolution.”
Dr. Paul Eltzbachers’s “ Anarchism.”
Jean Grave’s “Moribund Society and Anarchy.”
P. J. Proudhon—Any in English, except “What is Property?” 
Freedom—Complete file from October, 1886, to December, 1890. 

Good prices will be paid for any of the above if in fair condition. 
When sending books, state price required. Address, Manager, 
Freedom Press.

We have received a splendid response this month to our appeal for 
assistance, our comrades at the Ferrer Colony, Stelton, N.J..having sent 
us the sum of £35 16s. 10J., the proceeds of a collection and a dinner and 
entertainment on behalf of Freedom. It is a great pleasure to know 
that our work is appreciated by our comrades on the other side of the 
Atlantic. We hope, however, that our comrades at home will not 
slacken their financial support, and would specially appeal to all who 
owe us money to settle up as soon as possible. The following sums 
have been received up to August 8 :—
Taken at Dinner, 
Ferrer Colony, 
Stelton, N.J. , 

Collected at the 
Ferrer Colony 
by H. Kelly ...

T. S. . 
M. G. .

landed class. Even the Labour Party fights shy of the land 
question. But there is no other solution. For generations we 
have sent manufactured goods abroad in exchange for food. 
Now that there is no demand for these goods, we must grow our 
food at home. t_" ’ ’
got to see it.

back in the feudal ages. A few men monopolise great areas in 
industrial districts, and with the wealth they steal from the 
working community they make pleasure grounds for themselves 
in other parts of the country. A writer in the Spectator some 
years ago said that this country was rapidly becoming a seaside 
resort for the rich folk of both hemispheres. Well, Scotland 
looks like becoming a mere deer forest for these rich folk. In 
a Government report just issued, Mr. James Scott in a minority 
report states that “ about one-fifth of the whole area of Scotland, 
or from 3,500,000 to 4,000,000 acres, are devoted exclusively to 
deer forests.” At least nine of these deer forests are over 
40,000 acreB each in extent, and another of them at one time 
covered 200,000 acres, stretching across Scotland from sea to sea. 
Besides these there are the great moors reserved for grouse, 
some of them within a few miles of the great and crowded city

Poplar Councillors’ Revolt.
In Freedom

victories of the Labour candidates at the municipal elections in other Church, 
the previous month, and of the hopes of drastic changes Labour
would make in ‘

This is now proved up to the hilt by the imprison
ment of the Poplar Councillors for refusing to levy rates to cover

It is impossible for the workers to 
women

in the seats of capitalist institutions. As soon as they refuse to

trade to get back to work again. We have previously emphasised of the law comes down on them and claps them into prison. But 
this collapse in foreign trade, as we wish to bring home to the the workers are still misled by the politicians who seek office, 
workers the fact that this is not a temporary depression but that Year after year the helplessness of Labour men in Parliament 
for a long time to come there will be no jobs for many thousands and on municipal bodies is made plain to all who can see further 
of them, and that if they wish to live \ _ * ‘ ‘
beings they must at once start thinking out the problem for fooled by those who exploit their foolishness. Perhaps the 
themselves. The Government will do nothing for them except lesson of Poplar will open their eyes at last and lead them to 
dole out a few shillings a week, most of which goes to the land
lord. 1 he 1 rade I nion leaders at the recent Congress had no
plans worthy of the subject, but simply demanded that the 
Government should do something; and now the Cabinet Com
mittee on Unemployment is passing the problem on to the local
authorities. Such temporary expedients as road-making are
useless, as only a comparatively few can be employed. There is
only one solution for these starving men, and that is for them to
get hold of some land and cultivate it, with assistance from their
fellows until their crops are harvested. That solution, however
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MODERN SCIENCE AND ANARCHISM. 
Paper Covers, Is.; postage 2d. 

FIELDS, FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS. 
Cloth, 2s. ; postage 4d.

THE CONQUEST OF BREAD. By P. Kropotkin. 
MUTUAL AID. By P Kropotkin. ;
NEWS FROM NOWHERE. By William Morris. Cloth, 3s. 6d.; paper, 

2s. 6d,; postage, 3d. ,
WHAT IS PROPERTY? By P. J. Proudhon. Cloth (I vol.), 4s. 6d.; 

papers covers (in two vols,), 3s.; postage, 6d.
SYNDICALISM AND THE CO-OPERATIVE COMMONWEALTH. 

By E. Pataud and E. Pouget. Paper covers, 2s. 6d.; postage, 3d. 
WALDEN. By Henry Thoreau, 2s,; postage, 3d.
SONGS OF FREEDOM. Edited by IL Salt. Cloth, Is. 6d.; postage 3d. 
POLITICAL JUSTICE: Essay on Property. By William Godwin. Cloth, 

3s. 6d.; postage, 3d.
THE SOUL OF MAN UNDER SOCIALISM. By Oscar Wilde. Limp 

' Cloth, 2s. 6d.; postage 2d.
Printed h Published by the Freedom Press, 127 Ossulstou Street, London, N.W. 1.

The Famine in Russia.
The horrors of war are now followed by the horrors of famine. 

Heartrending reports of the sufferings of the Russian peasants 
are appearing in the press of the world, and it is evident that 
nothing can save some millions of them from death by starvation.
Labour, Socialist, and Anarchist papers are publishing urgent 

. ■ j- i £ ~appeals to the workers of the world to give help to their Russian
is too ia tea or a Government which is still dominated by the brethren, an appeal in which we also join; but everything shows 

that the capitalists and the counter-revolutionaries are doing all 
in their power to exploit the famine'for their own damnable
ends. To them it is nothing that millions of their fellow-creatures 

. -  may die of starvation ; that typhus and plague will tread in the
I his is so simple that very few people can be footsteps of famine. Their only hope is that they may be able 

 to utilise Russia’s agony to overthrow the existing Government
and put in its place one which would be a more pliable tool of
Capitalism. The cruel blockade which prevented the imports-Land for Deer if not for Food.

When we come to study the land question we find ourselves ^on new stock for the railways crippled the transport

of Glasgow, whose citizens dure not put a foot on them for fear Imperial capitalists in London, 
of being prosecuted. And the wretched unemployed of the
great cities of the North tramp the streets for a job whilst the for

Empire (or Britain) First,” and the only other organised force 
Whilst these Scotch folk capable of opposing the schemes of the British Federationists is 

the Australian Labour Party. So he wants to sink all sectarian 
Verily “ the eyes of quarrels and join forces against London. The Roman Catholic 

Church in Australia may object to being ruled by an outside 
 power which resides in London, but it is itself ruled by Rome,

'fhe Australian Labour Party seeks power, and may find the 
Roman Catholic Church useful to that end; but the workers 

for December, 1919, writing of the striking have nothing to gain by supporting the Roman Catholic or any 
, The Churches have always supported slavery and 

exploitation in the past, and there is not the slightest hope of 
any change. Mr. Miles ought to know all this.

London or Rome?
In the Melbourne Socialist for May 20 last a correspondent 

(W. J. Miles) advocates a working agreement between the 
Australian Labour Party and the Roman Catholic Church, with 
the object of “ freeing Australian conditions from the grip of the 

” The writer, who states that he 
is an atheist, says that Roman Catholicism in Australia stands 

1 “ Australia First” against the pernicious doctrine of “The 
Empire (or Britain) First,

Mollie Steimer’s Courageous Stand.
If the four young Russians, Jacob Abrams Samuel Lipman, 

Hyman Lachowsky, and Mollie Steimer, can be deported to Russia, the 
United States Attorney-General states in a letter to Harry Weinberger, 
their attorney, “ I might be disposed to recommend a commutation of 
their sentences in order that they might be deported.”

Inasmuch as no one is admitted into Russia from America at the 
present time, Mr. Weinberger cabled to the Russian Soviet Government 
as follows: “Government will release Jacob Abrams, Samuel Lipman, 
Hyman Lachowsky, and Mollie Steimer, if Russia will cable me they 
will be admitted.” Up to the present time no reply has been received, 
but one is expected shortly.

These Russians were sentenced at the end of 1919 to twenty y
and fifteen years’ imprisonment for distributing leaflets protesting 
against United States’ military, intervention in Russia, though Judge 
Holmes and Judge Brandeis of the United States Supreme Court, in a 
dissenting opinion, said :—

“ In this case, sentences of twenty years’ imprisonment have been imposed 
for publishing two leaflets that I believe the defendants had as much right to 
publish as the Government had to publish the Constitution of the United 
States, now vainly invoked by them I regret that I cannot put into 
more impressive words my belief that in their conviction upon this indictment 
the defendants were deprived of their rights under the Constitution of the 
United States.”

In the last month of President Wilson’s term be commuted their 
sentences to two years and six months’ actual imprisonment, which does 
not expire for about one year more.

Warrants of deportation have been issued by the Department of 
Labour for these four Russians. Abrams and Lipman have given the 
additional assurance required by the Attorney-General; Lachowsky has 
refused, though he stated that he will not fight deportation. Mollie 
Steimer takes up the same attitude, and sent the following spirited 
letter to Mr. Weinberger:—

“My dear Mr. Weinberger,—In your letter of June 28th you state that 
there is a possibility of general amnesty, and ask what I wish to do if the 
Government proceeds with my deportation—would I choose Russia or some 
other country to be deported to ?

“You give the following reasons for your question : (1) The extremely bad 
material conditions in Russia; (2) People of my belief are daily jailed there. 

“On the whole, this letter shows that you are earnestly thinking of my 
well-being, and I fully appreciate the fine spirit in which it is written. 
However, this is my view on the matter:

“I do not give my consent to deportation, and therefore I will not choose 
any place to be deported to. The Government of the United States will send 
me out of here by force, and it will naturally send me to the land where I was 
born, which act I will not oppose, I will not avoid going to Russia because a 
severe persecution is carried on there against my comrades, the Anarchists. 
All Governments of all lands, regardless of the name they bear, are oppressive 
institutions. Anarchists who advocate their ideas are imprisoned in the 
French Republic, in the British Empire, in the German ‘Right Socialist’ 
Republic, as well as in the Russian ‘ Left Socialist ’ Republic. 

“I know that I have a hard struggle ahead of me; that I will have to face 
deprivation in Russia, and most likely I will be persecuted for my belief in 
Anarchism. But I also know that in order to further the cause I love so 
dearly, the cause of real freedom and happiness for all, I must be ready to 
suffer and sacrifice, and therefore I will not oppose my deportation to Russia. 
—Very sincerely, Mollie Stjcimek. ”

Mr. Weinberger has asked the Attorney-General to have the 
sentences commuted at once, so that our comrades can be kept at Ellis 
Island, where they can see their friends and idatives before being 
deported.

• We hope to have a few copies for sale shortly. Price, Is. 3d. post-free.

The WORKERS’ DREADNOUGHT
FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM.
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BOOK AND PAMPHLET LIST.
THE STATE : Its Historic Role. By Peter Kropotkin.
THE WAGE SYSTEM. By P. Kropotkin. 2d.
ANARCHY. By E. Malatesta
THE PLACE OF ANARCHISM IN SOCIALISTIC EVOLUTION. By 

Peter Kropotkin. 2d.
EVOLUTION AND REVOLUTION. By Elisee Reclus.
ANARCHIST COMMUNISM : Its Basis and Principles. 

Kropotkin.
LAW AND AUTHORITY. By Peter Kropotkin. 3d.
THE ANARCHIST REVOLUTION. By George Barrett. 2d.
ANARCHISM AND DEMOCRACY. By John Wakeman. 2d.
ENGLAND MONOPOLISED OR ENGLAND FREE? By “Senex.” 2d. 
THE CONCENTRATION OF CAPITAL: a Marxian Fallacy. By 

W. Tciierkesoff. 2d.
FOR LIBERTY : An Anthology of Revolt. 6d.
AN APPEAL TO THE YOUNG. By Peter Kropotkin. 2d.
LIBERTY THROUGH ANARCHIST COMMUNISM. By FI.Oakley.*ld. 
ANARCHIST COMMUNISM IN PLAIN ENGLISH. By L. A. Moller. Id. 
THE CHICAGO MARTYRS. With Portraits. 2d.
ANARCHISM AND OUTRAGE. Id.
REFLECTIONS ON POLITICAL JUSTICE.

Writings of William Godwin.) 4d.
ANARCHY. By E. Girard. Id.

Postage extra—Id. for each 3 pamphlets.

this collapse in foreign trade, as we wish to briDg home to the

for a long time to come there will be no jobs for many thousands
a life worthy of human than the end of their nose, yet year after year the workers are

1 he Government, will do nothing for the

doomed to disappointment. Municipal bodies are tied down 
strictly by Acts of Parliament, and cannot build a new house or 
spend an extra pound on educating or feeding children unless 
permitted by legislation. The Ministry of Health and the Local 
Government Board have the power to smash any schemes which 
Labour may bring forward, unless capitalist interests are safe- 

This is now proved up to the hilt by the imprison- 1
'The greatest decrease their local expenditure.

for the month. Surely these figures are sufficient to show that
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AN APPEAL FROM GERMANY.
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sHves froin that mental torpor resulting from the perplexing questions

Stelton on .July 13 is any criterion, then surely Freedom's philosophy 
:□ steadfast, for the result whs gratifying. r~
Modern School was crowded, and the proceedings were started off by
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Dear Comrades of “ Freedom,”—The undersigned Anarchist 
League sends to its comrades in Great Britain the following appeal. 
During the last rising of the Communist Party in Middle Germany in 
the month of March, 1921, tho political police of Frankfort-on-Main 
arrested seven of our best Anarchist comrades, charging them with 
arson and high treason, saying that they were the persons who set tire 
to the Opera House of this town. Four of our comrades aie married. 
We and our Anarchist and Syndicalist comrades have assisted them 
up till now, but our finances are exhausted. We therefore ask our 
comrades in Great Britain to raise a subscription for the assistance of 
our imprisoned comrades. Across the borders of all countries long live 
the solidarity aud brotherhood of our ideal, Anarchy !—We are yours 
fraternally,

Only in one of two ways can there be made a Revolution that is 
irrevocable. Tho first is to bring about a change in the moral, or 
religious, domain. The second is to bring about a change in the 
material domain, in property. Revolutions that combine these two 
essentials are sure to live. Tho first method is far more certain than 
the second. Revolutions that do not incorporate either the one or the 
other are written on sand. The first flood sweeps them out of 
existence.—Edgar Quinet (“La Revolution,’ Paris, 1865).

Authority intoxicates,
And makes mere sots of magistrates;
The fumes of it invade tho brain,
And make men giddy, proud, and vain ;
By this, tho fool commands the wise,
Tho noble with the base complies,
The sot assumes the rule of wit,
And cowards make the brave submit.

another, with, of course, Cantwell, to print the paper. The press had 
neither power nor automatic sheet delivery, so it required three of us 
to operate it. Two or three of the men alternated in turning the crank, 
I fed the press, and Miss Davies, wearing always black gloves, hat and 
veil, took the sheets off as they were printed. Sometimes when the 
men grew tired or short of wind, a navvy was stopped in the street and 
hired to turn the crank, aod we soothed our consciences by paying him 
ninepence an hour instead of the dockers’ “ tanner” (sixpence). Mary’s 
job was to prepare tea for us. It was under such conditions as these 
that the paper was printed, and it was there that many of Kropotkin’s 
best theoretical articles on Anarchism appeared ; and in those pages 
appeared Tcherkesoff’s “ Pages of Socialist History,” pointing out the 
fallacy of Marx’s theory of the concentration of capital.

I don’t know how many of you have ever been connected with a 
paper. It is like a baby, and each issue carries with it the responsi
bilities and joys of a new-born child. After a struggle it comes forth a 
finished article, and like a winged messenger goes forth to fill with 
discontent or inspiration people far away whom one may never see.

There came the first break in our ranks when Cantwell became ill. 
Some years before, at the opening of the famous Tower Bridge, he, 
with a comrade named Quinn, had protested against the Prince of 
Wales, afterwards Edward VII., opening the bridge, and he had received 
and served with Quinn six months’ hard labour. Cantwell never recovered 
from this imprisonment, and one day in December, 1902, when Tcher- 
kesofl visited the office he found him lying with his head in the ashes 
of the fireplace, all but dead. He recovered and lived several years 
afterwards, but was never able to work and was never again the same 
man. I supposed at the time it would be impossible to find another 
man in the whole of London to fill Cantwell s place, and yet, strange to 
say, when the occasion demanded it, the man was there in Thomas 
Keel I, the present editor and printer. Keell was the printer at first, 
and later on was associated with Marsh in editing the paper, and finally 
when the latter fell ill in 1913 he took ou the editorship, which he still 
retains.

I regret keenly my inability to send Keell a flashlight photograph 
of this bright and cheerful assembly of 138 in our own building doing 
honour to Freedom here, three thousand miles away. I have not 
always agreed with the paper or with Keell, but if anything happened 
to it it would leave a void in my life, and when Keell wrote me about 
it and its debts I could not rest. Now, on behalf of those who have 
crossed tho divide and of those who are still connected with the paper, 
I welcome you and thank you for coming here to night.

we understand that men will win’their way to freedom only 
when they yearn to be free.

For my part, I take the sombre view that Freedom’s great 
struggle has yet to come. I see the masses caught in a net 
woven so cunningly that they do not sense their danger; 
trapped by the mechanism of a system they cannot under
stand ; divorced from the control of their own lives by forces 
as impalpable as are the fancied deities before whom the 
Savage grovels. The Man of the People is thrown on the 
street to-day because the law of demand and supply ordains it, 
because the exchanges are topsy-turvy, because certain of his 
economic rulers calculate that they can make money by 
restricting production. He is the.mere plaything of the specu
lator, and if he ventures to protest Government claps him into 
gaol as a disturl^r of the peace or hangs him as a rebel. That 
means unceasing discontent and, ultimately, Civil War. It is 
utterly unhealthy and unstable. It cannot last.

Back of all this infamy stands always the Government 
machine; dead to all human sympathy, as are all machines: 
bent only on increasing its efficiency as a machine, and 
enlarging its power; organised expressly to keep things, in 
all essentials, precisely as they are. It is the arch-type of 
immobility, and, therefore, the foe of growth. It is the quint
essence of compulsion, and, therefore, the enemy of freedom. 
To it the individual is a subject, of whom it demands un
questioning obedience. Necessarily we Anarchists are opposed 
to it. We do not dream, as do the Socialists, of making it the 
one great Monopolist, and therefore the sole arbiter of life. On 
the contrary, we seek to whittle away its powers, that it may 
be reduced tn nothingness and be succeeded by a society of free 
individuals, equipped with equal opportunities and arranging 
their own affairs by mutual agreement.

The Anarchist type of social structure is the industrial 
type, and for it the true industrialist, the working man, should 
stand. On the other hand, he who cries for more Government 
is declaring himself an advocate of the military type, wherein 
society is graded into classes and all life’s business conducted 
by inferiors obeying orders issued by the superior command. 
That offers the worker only permanent inferiority and enslave
ment, and against that he should revolt. Man is, by the very 
essence of his being and by the quality of his natural gifts, too 
fine to be treated as an inferior. He is meant to be a co-operator, 
uniting with his fellow-creatures on a basis of equality and 
clothed, as a member of the human race, with equal rights. 
This is his proper due, and I am very positive that nothing less 
than this can bring us social peace. Here no compromise is 
possible, and if established institutions bar the way, Man owes 
it to his own dignity to abolish or model and remodel them, 
until they are brought into harmony with this fundamental law 
of life.

Obviously this line of thought carries us far, and I desire 
to point out that it involves the whole future of our race. In 
our opinion, the man who thinks of himself as inferior, and is 
content to be classed as such, thereby becomes inferior; and 
it is by inferiority that civilisations are wrecked. By the 
Barbarian within their own gates they are destroyed, and the 
barbarism fatal to them is not the violence of the rebel but 
the growing inertia and cowardice of the ordinary citizen, who 
accepts life on the lower level because he lacks the energy and 
courage to accept personal responsibility and to lead the higher 
life personal responsibility demands. Thus the whole tone of 
the community's life is lowered ; its vitality ebbs more and 
more; decay sets in and death ensues.

We Anarchists are fully conscious of this appalling and 
completely established historical fact; and we hate the State 
because it deprives men of personal responsibility, robs them 
of their natural virility, takes out of their hands the conduct of 
their own lives, thereby reduces them to helplessness, and thus 
insures the final collapse of the whole social structure. The 
last seven years have shown conclusively that we are right.

By WM. C. OWEN.

27

Freedom gave the local comrades

Anarchistiscue Vereinigung, Frankfurt a. M. 
Theodore Looser, Johann Knecht.

All correspondence to Johann Knecht, Steingasse 15, Frankfort a. M., 
Germany.

[We will be pleased to receive and forward any money sent us in 
response to this appeal.—Ed. Freedom.]
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(Continued from previous page.)
By no possibility could the hideous slaughter of the War have 
taken place had not the towering Governments, which had 
been permitted to take all power into their clutches, previously 
reduced the mass to helplessness. There it still is held, and 
its State-created helplessness is still its most pitiful undoing.

These were the thoughts that occupied my mind when I 
was writing this p’amphlet, eighteen years ago. Later experi
ences have strengthened the convictions I then tried to express. 
1 see no reason, therefore, for changing in one iota tho general 
structure of the pamphlet; but in certain places I have substi
tuted illustrations which seem to mo more up to-date. I still 
say to every human being: “Your first and most important 
business is to be mastor of your own lifo. 1 need hardly add 
that, in my opinion, Anarchism is at once tho most destruc
tive and constructive of philosophies; tho uncompromising 
foe of the Barbarism now triumphant, and
Civilisation still struggling to be horn.

(To bo continued.)

Freie Arbeiter Stimme), George Zeldes conducted the gathering, intro- 

message of Freedom. Our old comrade Harry Kelly indulged In 
reminiscences, which we print below. His short address was followed 
by a programme prepared by comrades and sympathisers, one of the 
best ever given here by local talent and a considerably better one than 
has often been given by imported professionals. It was as follows: 
German folk dance, Gerda Kock, Anna Kock, and Nell Amter; recita
tion of original poem, Mary Hansen; song recital, Jean Leventhal; 
oiiginal poems, Jake Robbins; interpretative dances, Heloise Hansen; 
Russian folk dances and songs by the Russian Chorus.

Jimmy Dick referred to the struggles and aspirations of Freedom 
during the war, when the old printing machine had to be revived to 
print the paper. Its attitude on the war caused a split among its 
adherents, and again it had to struggle for its life. Eventually the 
office was ransacked by the police, the machine dismantled, and Tom 
Keell and Lilian Wolfe sent to prison for three and two months 
respectively.

The spirit of the occasion was splendid in every way. Not only 
did every friend on the colony attend and tax himself a dollar for the 
dinner, but the bulk of the provisions was provided by contribution, 
reducing the expenses to a very small amount. George Zeldes closed 
the programme by thanking friends who had volunteered assistance and 
supplies, and also our comrade Moisha Freeman, whose energetic efforts 
contributed to the disposal of all the tickets. Income from sale of 
tickets, SI44 00 ; expenditure, S26,00 ; remitted to Freedom, SI 18 00 
(exchange value, £29 10s.).
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Harry Kelly’s Reminiscences of “ Freedom.”
In a week or two a little play called “The People,” by Susan 

Glaspell, will be given here, in which the struggles, disappointments, 
and re-inspiration of the editor of a revolutionary paper will be shown. 
It is an experience common to those who aie connected with revolu
tionary papers and represents pretty accurately that of the editors of 
Freedom, for the benefit of which we are assembled here to night.

The paper was started originally by Kropotkin and a very talented 
Englishwoman, Mrs. Charlotte Wilson, who edited it for four or five 
years, I believe, when ill health caused her to ietiro and the paper was 
suspended for a few months. Later on it was revived under the editor
ship of Alfred Marsh, backed by a group consisting of Kropotkin, 
Tcherkesoff, Tchaikovsky, John Turner, M. Nettlau, and Tom Cantwell. 
Upon my return to London in 1898, the active ones in the group 
included Miss A. Davies, a brilliant Irish-Welsh woman. Kropotkin 
was a regular and frequent contributor, but seldom came to the group 
meetings. Marsh was editor, Turner publisher, and Cantwell printer. 
Tho office, then as now, was situated at 127 Ossulston Street, near 
Kings Cross; the building had two rooms, one upstairs for the com
posing room, and one downstairs, the press room. The old press was 
of what we call here the “ Oscillator" type, and its vintage at that time 
was some 75 or 80 years. Here each month gathered Marsh, the 
musician ; Turner, the Trade Union organiser; Tcherkesoff, the literary 
man; Nettlau, the philologist; Tchaikovsky, Miss Davies, Mary Krimont, 
and myself, or at least some of us at one time and the rest of us at

an opportunity to shake them- 
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the gathering at the Ferrer Colony at 
I 

is steadfast, for the result was gratifying. The Auditorium of ‘the 
Modern School was crowded, and the proceedings were started off by a 
sumptuous “ English High Tea” organised by Jimmy Dick with the 
very valuable assistance of other comrades.

Owing to the regrettable absence of Joseph Cohen (manager of the 
Freie Arbeiter Stimme), George Zeldes conducted the gathering, intro
ducing the programme with remarks eulogising the management and

“ Anarchy versus Socialism,” which Freedom is about to 
reissue, after it has run through these columns, was published 
first some eighteen years ago. Emma Goldman was then one 
of the most popular lecturers in the United States, and, being 
questioned constantly as to the difference between the 
Anarchist and Socialist philosophies, felt the need of a treatise 
that would explain that difference. At her suggestion I 
undertook the task.

The title showed my conviction that between these two 
philosophies of life no honest alliance is possible. I considered 
then that both sides suffered seriously from the persistent 
efforts made to reconcile the incompatible; for thought grew 
more and more confused, and action degenerated into sterile 
opportunism. I think so more than ever now. As I see it, 
either you believe in the right of the Individual to govern him
self, which is the basis of Anarchism, or you believe that he 
must be governed by others, which is the cornerstone of all 
those creeds which should be grouped generically as Socialism. 
One or the other must be the road to human progress. Both 
cannot be.

To me Man is manifestly destined to be master of himself 
and his surroundings, individually free. His capacity for 
achievement has shown itself practically boundless, whenever, 
and wherever it has been permitted the opportunity of expan
sion ; and no less an ideal than equal and unfettered oppor
tunity—that is to say, individual freedom—should satisfy him. 
I accept Turgenev's saying that “ human dignity is the goal of 
life, and consider all forms of slavery a refusal to recognise 
Man’s dignity or native worth.

At this epoch-making moment men stand irresolute, dis
tracted by opposing counsels. It would be, indeed, more 
accurate to say that for the most part they squat, as they have 
squatted for centuries untellable, distrustful of their own 
capacity to think correctly, and believing that the solution of 
life’s problems is the proper business of a few wiser heads. So 
long as this self-distrust prevails, so long as the ordinary 
individual remains unconscious of his proper dignity as the 
great thinking animal, slavery, in my judgment, will continue. 
The first essential business, therefore, is to awaken thought; 
to get men to look at things as they are; to induce them to 
hunt for truth. Whatever is not true, whatever cannot stand 
the test of investigation, should die.

We are passing through a period of intense suffering, from 
which none of the so-called civilised countries is exempt. As I 
see things, however, it is not by any iron law of Nature that 
millions to-day are starving. It is not because the earth is 
niggardly, or because industrial development is backward, that 
grinding poverty, with all the mental and spiritual degradation 
grinding poverty entails, is still the almost universal lot. 
Poverty exists because, even to-day, the masses regard them
selves as doomed to helplessness, and are well satisfied if some 
outside power gives them a chance to make a living. Yet Man 
i6 not naturally helpless. By his inventive genius he has now 
conquered his environment, and want and the fear of want are 
to-day unnatural and artificial ills.

Thus, as I understand it, do Anarchists regard the social 
problem, and here our quarrel with the Socialists comes imme
diately into full view. To us the problem is not merely 
economic. We do not think that a certain stage of industrial 
development must be reached before men are ripe for freedom. 
Still less do we believe in the fatalistic dogma that by the 
necessary evolution of the present system the problem will 
solve itself. We hold that man is servile because he has been 
drilled into servility, and remains helpless because he accepts 
his helplessness as unalterable. To us, therefore, the promo
tion of individuality, and the encouragement of the spirit of 
revolt against whatever institutions may be unworthy of 
humanity, are everything. We are rebels against slavery, and
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sHves froin that mental torpor resulting from the perplexing questions

Stelton on .July 13 is any criterion, then surely Freedom's philosophy 
:□ steadfast, for the result whs gratifying. r~
Modern School was crowded, and the proceedings were started off by
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Dear Comrades of “ Freedom,”—The undersigned Anarchist 
League sends to its comrades in Great Britain the following appeal. 
During the last rising of the Communist Party in Middle Germany in 
the month of March, 1921, tho political police of Frankfort-on-Main 
arrested seven of our best Anarchist comrades, charging them with 
arson and high treason, saying that they were the persons who set tire 
to the Opera House of this town. Four of our comrades aie married. 
We and our Anarchist and Syndicalist comrades have assisted them 
up till now, but our finances are exhausted. We therefore ask our 
comrades in Great Britain to raise a subscription for the assistance of 
our imprisoned comrades. Across the borders of all countries long live 
the solidarity aud brotherhood of our ideal, Anarchy !—We are yours 
fraternally,

Only in one of two ways can there be made a Revolution that is 
irrevocable. Tho first is to bring about a change in the moral, or 
religious, domain. The second is to bring about a change in the 
material domain, in property. Revolutions that combine these two 
essentials are sure to live. Tho first method is far more certain than 
the second. Revolutions that do not incorporate either the one or the 
other are written on sand. The first flood sweeps them out of 
existence.—Edgar Quinet (“La Revolution,’ Paris, 1865).

Authority intoxicates,
And makes mere sots of magistrates;
The fumes of it invade tho brain,
And make men giddy, proud, and vain ;
By this, tho fool commands the wise,
Tho noble with the base complies,
The sot assumes the rule of wit,
And cowards make the brave submit.

another, with, of course, Cantwell, to print the paper. The press had 
neither power nor automatic sheet delivery, so it required three of us 
to operate it. Two or three of the men alternated in turning the crank, 
I fed the press, and Miss Davies, wearing always black gloves, hat and 
veil, took the sheets off as they were printed. Sometimes when the 
men grew tired or short of wind, a navvy was stopped in the street and 
hired to turn the crank, aod we soothed our consciences by paying him 
ninepence an hour instead of the dockers’ “ tanner” (sixpence). Mary’s 
job was to prepare tea for us. It was under such conditions as these 
that the paper was printed, and it was there that many of Kropotkin’s 
best theoretical articles on Anarchism appeared ; and in those pages 
appeared Tcherkesoff’s “ Pages of Socialist History,” pointing out the 
fallacy of Marx’s theory of the concentration of capital.

I don’t know how many of you have ever been connected with a 
paper. It is like a baby, and each issue carries with it the responsi
bilities and joys of a new-born child. After a struggle it comes forth a 
finished article, and like a winged messenger goes forth to fill with 
discontent or inspiration people far away whom one may never see.

There came the first break in our ranks when Cantwell became ill. 
Some years before, at the opening of the famous Tower Bridge, he, 
with a comrade named Quinn, had protested against the Prince of 
Wales, afterwards Edward VII., opening the bridge, and he had received 
and served with Quinn six months’ hard labour. Cantwell never recovered 
from this imprisonment, and one day in December, 1902, when Tcher- 
kesofl visited the office he found him lying with his head in the ashes 
of the fireplace, all but dead. He recovered and lived several years 
afterwards, but was never able to work and was never again the same 
man. I supposed at the time it would be impossible to find another 
man in the whole of London to fill Cantwell s place, and yet, strange to 
say, when the occasion demanded it, the man was there in Thomas 
Keel I, the present editor and printer. Keell was the printer at first, 
and later on was associated with Marsh in editing the paper, and finally 
when the latter fell ill in 1913 he took ou the editorship, which he still 
retains.

I regret keenly my inability to send Keell a flashlight photograph 
of this bright and cheerful assembly of 138 in our own building doing 
honour to Freedom here, three thousand miles away. I have not 
always agreed with the paper or with Keell, but if anything happened 
to it it would leave a void in my life, and when Keell wrote me about 
it and its debts I could not rest. Now, on behalf of those who have 
crossed tho divide and of those who are still connected with the paper, 
I welcome you and thank you for coming here to night.

we understand that men will win’their way to freedom only 
when they yearn to be free.

For my part, I take the sombre view that Freedom’s great 
struggle has yet to come. I see the masses caught in a net 
woven so cunningly that they do not sense their danger; 
trapped by the mechanism of a system they cannot under
stand ; divorced from the control of their own lives by forces 
as impalpable as are the fancied deities before whom the 
Savage grovels. The Man of the People is thrown on the 
street to-day because the law of demand and supply ordains it, 
because the exchanges are topsy-turvy, because certain of his 
economic rulers calculate that they can make money by 
restricting production. He is the.mere plaything of the specu
lator, and if he ventures to protest Government claps him into 
gaol as a disturl^r of the peace or hangs him as a rebel. That 
means unceasing discontent and, ultimately, Civil War. It is 
utterly unhealthy and unstable. It cannot last.

Back of all this infamy stands always the Government 
machine; dead to all human sympathy, as are all machines: 
bent only on increasing its efficiency as a machine, and 
enlarging its power; organised expressly to keep things, in 
all essentials, precisely as they are. It is the arch-type of 
immobility, and, therefore, the foe of growth. It is the quint
essence of compulsion, and, therefore, the enemy of freedom. 
To it the individual is a subject, of whom it demands un
questioning obedience. Necessarily we Anarchists are opposed 
to it. We do not dream, as do the Socialists, of making it the 
one great Monopolist, and therefore the sole arbiter of life. On 
the contrary, we seek to whittle away its powers, that it may 
be reduced tn nothingness and be succeeded by a society of free 
individuals, equipped with equal opportunities and arranging 
their own affairs by mutual agreement.

The Anarchist type of social structure is the industrial 
type, and for it the true industrialist, the working man, should 
stand. On the other hand, he who cries for more Government 
is declaring himself an advocate of the military type, wherein 
society is graded into classes and all life’s business conducted 
by inferiors obeying orders issued by the superior command. 
That offers the worker only permanent inferiority and enslave
ment, and against that he should revolt. Man is, by the very 
essence of his being and by the quality of his natural gifts, too 
fine to be treated as an inferior. He is meant to be a co-operator, 
uniting with his fellow-creatures on a basis of equality and 
clothed, as a member of the human race, with equal rights. 
This is his proper due, and I am very positive that nothing less 
than this can bring us social peace. Here no compromise is 
possible, and if established institutions bar the way, Man owes 
it to his own dignity to abolish or model and remodel them, 
until they are brought into harmony with this fundamental law 
of life.

Obviously this line of thought carries us far, and I desire 
to point out that it involves the whole future of our race. In 
our opinion, the man who thinks of himself as inferior, and is 
content to be classed as such, thereby becomes inferior; and 
it is by inferiority that civilisations are wrecked. By the 
Barbarian within their own gates they are destroyed, and the 
barbarism fatal to them is not the violence of the rebel but 
the growing inertia and cowardice of the ordinary citizen, who 
accepts life on the lower level because he lacks the energy and 
courage to accept personal responsibility and to lead the higher 
life personal responsibility demands. Thus the whole tone of 
the community's life is lowered ; its vitality ebbs more and 
more; decay sets in and death ensues.

We Anarchists are fully conscious of this appalling and 
completely established historical fact; and we hate the State 
because it deprives men of personal responsibility, robs them 
of their natural virility, takes out of their hands the conduct of 
their own lives, thereby reduces them to helplessness, and thus 
insures the final collapse of the whole social structure. The 
last seven years have shown conclusively that we are right.

By WM. C. OWEN.
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Freedom gave the local comrades

Anarchistiscue Vereinigung, Frankfurt a. M. 
Theodore Looser, Johann Knecht.

All correspondence to Johann Knecht, Steingasse 15, Frankfort a. M., 
Germany.

[We will be pleased to receive and forward any money sent us in 
response to this appeal.—Ed. Freedom.]
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(Continued from previous page.)
By no possibility could the hideous slaughter of the War have 
taken place had not the towering Governments, which had 
been permitted to take all power into their clutches, previously 
reduced the mass to helplessness. There it still is held, and 
its State-created helplessness is still its most pitiful undoing.

These were the thoughts that occupied my mind when I 
was writing this p’amphlet, eighteen years ago. Later experi
ences have strengthened the convictions I then tried to express. 
1 see no reason, therefore, for changing in one iota tho general 
structure of the pamphlet; but in certain places I have substi
tuted illustrations which seem to mo more up to-date. I still 
say to every human being: “Your first and most important 
business is to be mastor of your own lifo. 1 need hardly add 
that, in my opinion, Anarchism is at once tho most destruc
tive and constructive of philosophies; tho uncompromising 
foe of the Barbarism now triumphant, and
Civilisation still struggling to be horn.

(To bo continued.)

Freie Arbeiter Stimme), George Zeldes conducted the gathering, intro- 

message of Freedom. Our old comrade Harry Kelly indulged In 
reminiscences, which we print below. His short address was followed 
by a programme prepared by comrades and sympathisers, one of the 
best ever given here by local talent and a considerably better one than 
has often been given by imported professionals. It was as follows: 
German folk dance, Gerda Kock, Anna Kock, and Nell Amter; recita
tion of original poem, Mary Hansen; song recital, Jean Leventhal; 
oiiginal poems, Jake Robbins; interpretative dances, Heloise Hansen; 
Russian folk dances and songs by the Russian Chorus.

Jimmy Dick referred to the struggles and aspirations of Freedom 
during the war, when the old printing machine had to be revived to 
print the paper. Its attitude on the war caused a split among its 
adherents, and again it had to struggle for its life. Eventually the 
office was ransacked by the police, the machine dismantled, and Tom 
Keell and Lilian Wolfe sent to prison for three and two months 
respectively.

The spirit of the occasion was splendid in every way. Not only 
did every friend on the colony attend and tax himself a dollar for the 
dinner, but the bulk of the provisions was provided by contribution, 
reducing the expenses to a very small amount. George Zeldes closed 
the programme by thanking friends who had volunteered assistance and 
supplies, and also our comrade Moisha Freeman, whose energetic efforts 
contributed to the disposal of all the tickets. Income from sale of 
tickets, SI44 00 ; expenditure, S26,00 ; remitted to Freedom, SI 18 00 
(exchange value, £29 10s.).
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Harry Kelly’s Reminiscences of “ Freedom.”
In a week or two a little play called “The People,” by Susan 

Glaspell, will be given here, in which the struggles, disappointments, 
and re-inspiration of the editor of a revolutionary paper will be shown. 
It is an experience common to those who aie connected with revolu
tionary papers and represents pretty accurately that of the editors of 
Freedom, for the benefit of which we are assembled here to night.

The paper was started originally by Kropotkin and a very talented 
Englishwoman, Mrs. Charlotte Wilson, who edited it for four or five 
years, I believe, when ill health caused her to ietiro and the paper was 
suspended for a few months. Later on it was revived under the editor
ship of Alfred Marsh, backed by a group consisting of Kropotkin, 
Tcherkesoff, Tchaikovsky, John Turner, M. Nettlau, and Tom Cantwell. 
Upon my return to London in 1898, the active ones in the group 
included Miss A. Davies, a brilliant Irish-Welsh woman. Kropotkin 
was a regular and frequent contributor, but seldom came to the group 
meetings. Marsh was editor, Turner publisher, and Cantwell printer. 
Tho office, then as now, was situated at 127 Ossulston Street, near 
Kings Cross; the building had two rooms, one upstairs for the com
posing room, and one downstairs, the press room. The old press was 
of what we call here the “ Oscillator" type, and its vintage at that time 
was some 75 or 80 years. Here each month gathered Marsh, the 
musician ; Turner, the Trade Union organiser; Tcherkesoff, the literary 
man; Nettlau, the philologist; Tchaikovsky, Miss Davies, Mary Krimont, 
and myself, or at least some of us at one time and the rest of us at

an opportunity to shake them- 
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the gathering at the Ferrer Colony at 
I 

is steadfast, for the result was gratifying. The Auditorium of ‘the 
Modern School was crowded, and the proceedings were started off by a 
sumptuous “ English High Tea” organised by Jimmy Dick with the 
very valuable assistance of other comrades.

Owing to the regrettable absence of Joseph Cohen (manager of the 
Freie Arbeiter Stimme), George Zeldes conducted the gathering, intro
ducing the programme with remarks eulogising the management and

“ Anarchy versus Socialism,” which Freedom is about to 
reissue, after it has run through these columns, was published 
first some eighteen years ago. Emma Goldman was then one 
of the most popular lecturers in the United States, and, being 
questioned constantly as to the difference between the 
Anarchist and Socialist philosophies, felt the need of a treatise 
that would explain that difference. At her suggestion I 
undertook the task.

The title showed my conviction that between these two 
philosophies of life no honest alliance is possible. I considered 
then that both sides suffered seriously from the persistent 
efforts made to reconcile the incompatible; for thought grew 
more and more confused, and action degenerated into sterile 
opportunism. I think so more than ever now. As I see it, 
either you believe in the right of the Individual to govern him
self, which is the basis of Anarchism, or you believe that he 
must be governed by others, which is the cornerstone of all 
those creeds which should be grouped generically as Socialism. 
One or the other must be the road to human progress. Both 
cannot be.

To me Man is manifestly destined to be master of himself 
and his surroundings, individually free. His capacity for 
achievement has shown itself practically boundless, whenever, 
and wherever it has been permitted the opportunity of expan
sion ; and no less an ideal than equal and unfettered oppor
tunity—that is to say, individual freedom—should satisfy him. 
I accept Turgenev's saying that “ human dignity is the goal of 
life, and consider all forms of slavery a refusal to recognise 
Man’s dignity or native worth.

At this epoch-making moment men stand irresolute, dis
tracted by opposing counsels. It would be, indeed, more 
accurate to say that for the most part they squat, as they have 
squatted for centuries untellable, distrustful of their own 
capacity to think correctly, and believing that the solution of 
life’s problems is the proper business of a few wiser heads. So 
long as this self-distrust prevails, so long as the ordinary 
individual remains unconscious of his proper dignity as the 
great thinking animal, slavery, in my judgment, will continue. 
The first essential business, therefore, is to awaken thought; 
to get men to look at things as they are; to induce them to 
hunt for truth. Whatever is not true, whatever cannot stand 
the test of investigation, should die.

We are passing through a period of intense suffering, from 
which none of the so-called civilised countries is exempt. As I 
see things, however, it is not by any iron law of Nature that 
millions to-day are starving. It is not because the earth is 
niggardly, or because industrial development is backward, that 
grinding poverty, with all the mental and spiritual degradation 
grinding poverty entails, is still the almost universal lot. 
Poverty exists because, even to-day, the masses regard them
selves as doomed to helplessness, and are well satisfied if some 
outside power gives them a chance to make a living. Yet Man 
i6 not naturally helpless. By his inventive genius he has now 
conquered his environment, and want and the fear of want are 
to-day unnatural and artificial ills.

Thus, as I understand it, do Anarchists regard the social 
problem, and here our quarrel with the Socialists comes imme
diately into full view. To us the problem is not merely 
economic. We do not think that a certain stage of industrial 
development must be reached before men are ripe for freedom. 
Still less do we believe in the fatalistic dogma that by the 
necessary evolution of the present system the problem will 
solve itself. We hold that man is servile because he has been 
drilled into servility, and remains helpless because he accepts 
his helplessness as unalterable. To us, therefore, the promo
tion of individuality, and the encouragement of the spirit of 
revolt against whatever institutions may be unworthy of 
humanity, are everything. We are rebels against slavery, and
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tested vigorously against what it considers a grave miscarriage
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IS IT A CRISIS? Anarchy,” published thirty yearsdue, in great part, to the men’s own leaders, who have always T I \ AX XT * ZX I » zx «« zw ♦ 1 -» w-x A I _ —■ -  _ - A. A.   - 1 I* 1 1 • » *

INTERNATIONAL ANARCHIST CONGRESS.MOSCOW ON ANARCHISM.

None dare deny it. No
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Syndicalist Delegation for the release of Anarchist prisoners 
is an “astonishing demand.” They were plotting against the

Russian Bolsheviks and Anarchists.
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or Geneva, 
get work.

the one Syndicalist qpd 
, While

comrades will make an effort to attend, so that the 
meeting will be representative of the movement. If, however, attend
ance is not possible, please let us have an expression of opinion on 
the four items mentioned above.

Letters should be addressed to the Manager, Freedom Press, 
127 Ossulston Street, London, N.W. 1, and should reach us not 
later than Friday, September 16.

Further particulars of the Congress will be published in 
Freedom as soon as they come to hand.

STAINLESS HAROtNHI 
I

8 1

unhappily it is still necessary to show 
i its

The paper just named comments forcibly on the death 
passed recently on Sacco and \ anzetti, in the I nited

Our letter on this subject to the Editor of the IForA-ers’ Dreadnought, 
which we printed in Freedom last month, was published in that paper 
on August 20. Mr. Sara replied in the issue of the following week, 
saying he did not read Freedom, but that the forged statement he had 
in mind was “ a sort of manifesto ” which appeared in the Times on 
one occasion. In a letter published in the I Former®’ Dreadnought of 
September 3 we asked Mr. Sara whether the manifesto in the Times 
was signed by Emma Goldman, Berkman, and Shapiro, as he had stated 
previously; and we also asked him to give us the date of its publication. 
Up to the time of going to press we have received no reply. Sasha 
Kropotkin informs us that she has received a letter from Emma 
Goldman, in which our comrade refers to the letter to Lenin which we 
published, thus proving its authenticity.

throw themselves on the hospitality of Swiss comrades furnish 
proofs of who they are.

from

Switzerland.
The general situation sums itself up in the action taken 

by the Zurich group, which, since the time of Cavadini, has 
been persistently an energetic centre. It now finds itself 
swamped with refugees from Italy and issues a warning to 
those who fancy all will be well when once they reach Zurich 

On the contrary, even old residents cannot now 
Furthermore, it is most desirable that those who

The movement has been much 
victimised, and experience has taught it the necessity of being 
on the watch for police agents and spies.

In its recent congress, at Olten, the Swiss Radical Demo
cratic Party treated the existing economic crisis as most 
alarming, and instructed the Party’s leaders and its Parlia
mentary groups to work energetically for a fall in prices and 
reduction of the cost of production. Tt denounced in particu
lar the grain monopoly, declared in favour of a more intensive 
cultivation of the soil, emphasised the necessity of increasing 
the capacity of Labour, and wound up with a suggestion that, 
for the time being, the eight-hour law should not he rigidly 
applied! A fine Hampie of Social-Democratic reforms, says 
II Risveglio.

At a meeting of London comrades held on Sunday, August 28, 
it was agreed that a delegate be sent to the International Anarchist 
Congress which is to be held in Berlin about the end of December. 
A further meeting of comrades will be held on Sunday evening, 
September 18, at 6.30 sharp, at the “Workers’ Friend” Club, 
62 Fieldgate Street, Whitechapel (back of St. Mary’s Station). 
Comrades and groups outside London, if unable to attend, are 
requested to send—

(1) Subjects for discussion at the meeting, with a statement of
their own views thereon.

(2) Nominations for delegate.
(3) The amount of financial assistance they are willing to give

towards the delegate's expenses.
(4) Suggestions for the agenda of the International Anarchist

Congress.
We hope

Proletarian Republic. The Anarchists are furnishing Makhno 
and his bands with all their watchwords, their cry being "Down 
with all Governments, which steal from the peasants, rich and 
poor alike!" The Soviet Government, says the article, is 
taking from the peasants for the public good.

Following this come long arguments from Plekhanoff to 
show that Anarchist philosophy is responsible for propaganda 
by deed, and that it is essentially a petit-bourgeois philosophy. 
The late Daniel de Leon is quoted approvingly as having said : 

Scratch an Anarchist and you will find a reformer. Scratch 
a reformer and you will find an Anarchist.” Real salvation 
lies only in the Communist Party, ” which lakes the direction 
of Hie masses, understands the ultimate interests of the prole
tariat, and, therefore, can guide (hem in their struggle.”

Wretched stuff; malignant, illogicul, pedantic and con
fused. We have done our readers a good turn by putting our 
translation in the waste-paper basket. That the so-called 
Soviet Government should publish officially such a screed gives 
us houk idea of its capacity I

Two International Congresses, ‘
the other Communist, were held recently in Moscow, 
they were in session the Bolshevik Government issued, in 
several languages, a paper entitled Moscow. It was the 
Government’s official organ. Le Libertaire, of September 2, 
reproduces one of the articles that appeared in the French 
edition. In a brief introduction it explains that it does so 
because Anarchists the world over should understand how the 
Bolshevik Government regards them.

For our part we agree with Le Libertaire that the article is 
a monument of stupidity. The point to be remembered, how
ever, is that our comrades are rotting in gaol, are persecuted 
and are calumniated, because they have struggled to free 
Syndicalism from the yoke of political dictatorship; because 
they are not willing that the Russian Revolution should sink 
into despotism as, under the strangling of Jacobinism, the 
French Revolution sank. Great, and perhaps irreparable, has 
been the damage already wrought.

The article in question is a long one, and we find our 
space too limited for the full translation we originally madg. 
The gist of it is as follows :

The demand made at the Congress by the Anarchist-

. • ■ • now that the more rebellious Com
munists are out ol it, is sinking more and more deeply into the 
slough of Parliamentary opportunisms. In Italy * also the 
wages of the coal miners are being attacked, the proposal being 
to cut them down from 16 to 28 per cent. Umanita Nova’s 
correspondent writes concerning this: “Inasmuch as, in the 
very first skirmish, the. miners of Boccheggiano, RiboIla, 
Gavorrano, Ravi, and Massa Marittima bent the back, we shall 
have to meet fresh blows and fresh reductions. And this is

Alberio, chief of the Black Hand camorra in New York City. 
—; assassinated recently. Notoriously he had more

States. This case has greatly stirred the Labour movement 
there, and more than one journal of established reputation, in 
no way connected with revolutionary propaganda, has pro
tested vigorously against what it considers a grave miscarriage 
of justice. Il Risveglio contrasts the treatment accorded to 
these men, whose real crime is said to have been great activity 
in the Labour movement, with the honours paid to Alberto 
Alberio, chief of the Black Hand camorra in New York City, 
who was assassinated recently. Notoriously he had more 
than a score of murders to his account, but he died worth 
several million dollars. Our contemporary well remarks that 

the history of the North-American Inquisition began with 
the Chicago tragedy of 1887.” America’s proletariat funked 
at that decisive moment, and Capitalism took instantly the 
coward s measure. He has been Capitalism’s plaything ever 
since.

Malatesta’s brochure, “
ago, is continued and concluded in Le Rcveil of September 3. 
As the editor remarks,
that the very reason for Anarchism’s existence lies in 
struggle against dictatorship, in every shape and form.” Much 
space is given, both in this paper and in II Risveglio to starv
ing Russia, a pitiful appeal for help being printed in full. 
“ I nfortunately, however,” runs the editorial comment, “ in the 
past funds subscribed for public calamities have been almost in
variably w’asted or stolen, in the most criminal fashion.” We 
should insist, therefore, on a clear understanding respecting the 
disbursement of all moneys collected, and on precise informa
tion as to the purchases, etc., required. The Federation of Syndi
cates, at a recent meeting in Geneva, decided to open subscrip
tion lists, and selected Le Rcreil as the accounting medium. 
Comrades of all countries are urged to give any information in 
their possession that may lead to the best possible use of funds.

phase of social development is passing. Science and War 
between them have smashed, beyond all hope of recovery, the 
great trading machine we once commanded and destroyed the 
monopoly we enjoyed so long. The world is no longer in its 
infancy. It is no longer content to be dependent on us eco
nomically, politically, or in any other way.

Recently a. well-known politician concluded his review of 
the unemployed problem with these words: “In short, w’e 
must sell more goods or starve.” That represents the position 
of our ruling class, and unfortunately that of too many of the 
workers and their leaders. They are content that their whole 
existence shall depend on their most questionable ability to 
produce cheaper than their rivals and retain command of 
markets either no longer open to us or non-existent. Mean
while they try to meet what they consider a temporary crisis 
by measures that can only make their slavery more slavish and 
their security more insecure. They multiply taxes, w’hich 
they, the creators of all values, necessarily—though that fact 
is concealed from them carefully—have to pay. They create a 
vast bureaucratic machinery, run by unproductive parasites, 
whom their toil must support. They stand by a system 
becoming rapidly unworkable, and do everything to throw it 
more completely out of gear. In none of these things is there 
a particle of sense.

It is true, as Tolstoy said, that the rich will do everything 
for the poor except the one thing needed—get off their backs. 
It is true, as Henry George taught, that you cannot have one- 
fifth of Scotland turned into a deer forest, or a Duke of West
minster monopolising 400 acres in the heart of London, with
out condemning Scotsmen and Englishmen to helpless slavery. 
It is true, as the Anarchists declare, that only by the recapture 
of life’s natural rights can security and happiness be won.

W. C. O.
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taught the workers that the great struggle for the emancipa
tion oi the proletariat was one of gradual conquest, of investing 
the leaders themselves with public power—for Hheir own 
emancipation.”

Both Umanita Nova and 11 Risveglio report that the 
Socialists were never so bitter in their attacks on Anarchists 
as they are to-day, and attention is directed to the fact that 
A i anti, the Socialist Party’s official organ, has just reissued 
Plekhanoff’s notorious diatribe, in which he classifies us as 
being either deceived innocents or traitors, agents-provocateur 
and spies. However, Serrano, the noted Socialist leader, has 
been shown up as having borrowed twenty thousand lire from 
a Government agent. His defence is that he was taken in, 
as many other men have been.

Malatesta is again very active with his pen, chiefly in 
exposition of Anarchism’s basic principles. In a remarkable 
article entitled “ The Task of the Hour,” contributed to 
Umanita Nova, he describes the revolutionary situation as he 
found it on his return to Italy. In his opinion, quick action 
was then the great need, and for this reason, the Anarchists 
being too weak numerically, he favoured the ” Single Front.” 
He explains his reasons, historical and philosophical, for hav
ing had little confidence in the revolutionary professions of the 
Socialists, but he thought that at this special crisis they would 
see things through. He miscalculated, and he says frankly 
that he should have known, alike from their different concep
tion of what Revolution means, from the type of organisation 
they had adopted, and from the men selected as their leaders, 
that they would not stick. The Anarchists alone stood solidly 
for the ” Single Front.” He does not consider we were be
trayed. In his view, a generous one, we deliberately deceived 
ourselves. For the rest, he considers that the present situa
tion in Italy is tense, full of danger and full of hope. Propa
ganda, propaganda, propaganda, should be the watchword. 
Make Anarchists; organise them ; plumb tn their lowest depths 
the problems of to-day and to-morrow. Thus, when the situa
tion calls for action our action will be prompt.

No ; it is not a crisis. It is not a sharp corner which, 
sooner or later, we shall turn. We have started on the 
toboggan and we shall go on sliding. We have allowed our
selves to be caught in the coils of a grossly unnatural develop
ment, and those coils, unless we throw’ them off, will strangle 
us. For my own part I am quite prepared to say that this is 
the fault of universal ignorance and thoughtlessness,.but the 
placing of the blame does not concern me. The fact itself is 
so colossal as to be all-absorbing.

\\ e have to be realists and face the world with facts. We 
have to make it understood that man’s existence on this planet 
is held on certain terms which must be kept. In all its main- 
tenets Anarchism, as I see it, is merely the logical summing- 
up of modern science ; of knowledge that has got its head out 
of the clouds and is standing solidly on established truths. 
\\ hen w7e stick to those we are strong and, ultimately, in
vincible. When we wander off into side issues, and lose our
selves in metaphysical subtleties, our strength departs. Only 

the commanding position of the undeniable should we 
attack.

Man is obviously a land animal. None dare deny it. No 
one has ever been able to show how life can be sustained 
otherwise than by applying labour to natural resources. No 
one has ever been able to calculate how great, how enormous, 
would be the productive capacity of Labour if only it could 
apply itself freely to those resources. Clearly, therefore, the 
land question is fundamental. We must accept it, frankly 
and unreservedly, as such. We must not side-step it, as do 
the Socialists and Trade Unionists; and wre must not drug our
selves with the delusion that it is possible, by any artificial 
measures, to make amends to the individual who is robbed 
of his primary, his most necessary, his inalienable right. Our 
opposition to Governments should be based on the fact that it 
is they who rob him of that right, and uphold the robbery by 
the terrorism of their governing machines. It is they who. 
stripping the individual of his self-supporting capacity, reduce 
him to helplessness and thereby deliver him, bound hand and 
foot, to the exploiter.

In the entire category of crime there is none 60 inhuman, 
so unnatural and so devastating as this. It is at the root of 
all wars, of all class struggles and bloody revolutions, of all 
the social evils now’ tearing us to pieces. All Governments are 
guilty of this crime, and if the British Government is the 
greatest sinner it is only because our Empire is the most ex
tensive. Wherever our flag flies our land laws go; and, re
duced to their simplest expression, they come to this: “Pay 
for the privilege of being allowed to live.”

Inevitably, since life must be maintained, the masses pay; 
and the result is the greatest, the subtlest, the farthest-reaching 
and the most enslaving system of robbery yet invented. All 
our so-called civilisation is now floundering in this net and 
caught in this machine. Under this system al) real independ
ence is smothered ; for the individual, deprived of the one 
essential to self-supjxirt, can be no longer his own master.

In our dependencies the first object of our moneyed 
class is always Io deprive the native of his land. Then he is 
helpless and at the mercy of his alien employer. Here, at 
home, the process is still simpler. Here the masses were 
stripped, centuries ago, of all opportunity of self-support, and 
their existence thenceforth hung on working for masters, who 
employed them in exploiting the commerce of the world. That
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of repeated outrages,committed by the Fascisti, of their being 

sometimes with apologies. Communists figure largely among 
their victims, and from time to time put up a fight.

munists are out ol it, is sinking more and more deeply into the

Italy.
The tide of reaction evidently is running strong. We read

occasionally arrested, and of their being speedily released
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or Geneva, 
get work.
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comrades will make an effort to attend, so that the 
meeting will be representative of the movement. If, however, attend
ance is not possible, please let us have an expression of opinion on 
the four items mentioned above.

Letters should be addressed to the Manager, Freedom Press, 
127 Ossulston Street, London, N.W. 1, and should reach us not 
later than Friday, September 16.

Further particulars of the Congress will be published in 
Freedom as soon as they come to hand.

STAINLESS HAROtNHI 
I

8 1

unhappily it is still necessary to show 
i its

The paper just named comments forcibly on the death 
passed recently on Sacco and \ anzetti, in the I nited

Our letter on this subject to the Editor of the IForA-ers’ Dreadnought, 
which we printed in Freedom last month, was published in that paper 
on August 20. Mr. Sara replied in the issue of the following week, 
saying he did not read Freedom, but that the forged statement he had 
in mind was “ a sort of manifesto ” which appeared in the Times on 
one occasion. In a letter published in the I Former®’ Dreadnought of 
September 3 we asked Mr. Sara whether the manifesto in the Times 
was signed by Emma Goldman, Berkman, and Shapiro, as he had stated 
previously; and we also asked him to give us the date of its publication. 
Up to the time of going to press we have received no reply. Sasha 
Kropotkin informs us that she has received a letter from Emma 
Goldman, in which our comrade refers to the letter to Lenin which we 
published, thus proving its authenticity.

throw themselves on the hospitality of Swiss comrades furnish 
proofs of who they are.

from

Switzerland.
The general situation sums itself up in the action taken 

by the Zurich group, which, since the time of Cavadini, has 
been persistently an energetic centre. It now finds itself 
swamped with refugees from Italy and issues a warning to 
those who fancy all will be well when once they reach Zurich 

On the contrary, even old residents cannot now 
Furthermore, it is most desirable that those who

The movement has been much 
victimised, and experience has taught it the necessity of being 
on the watch for police agents and spies.

In its recent congress, at Olten, the Swiss Radical Demo
cratic Party treated the existing economic crisis as most 
alarming, and instructed the Party’s leaders and its Parlia
mentary groups to work energetically for a fall in prices and 
reduction of the cost of production. Tt denounced in particu
lar the grain monopoly, declared in favour of a more intensive 
cultivation of the soil, emphasised the necessity of increasing 
the capacity of Labour, and wound up with a suggestion that, 
for the time being, the eight-hour law should not he rigidly 
applied! A fine Hampie of Social-Democratic reforms, says 
II Risveglio.

At a meeting of London comrades held on Sunday, August 28, 
it was agreed that a delegate be sent to the International Anarchist 
Congress which is to be held in Berlin about the end of December. 
A further meeting of comrades will be held on Sunday evening, 
September 18, at 6.30 sharp, at the “Workers’ Friend” Club, 
62 Fieldgate Street, Whitechapel (back of St. Mary’s Station). 
Comrades and groups outside London, if unable to attend, are 
requested to send—

(1) Subjects for discussion at the meeting, with a statement of
their own views thereon.

(2) Nominations for delegate.
(3) The amount of financial assistance they are willing to give

towards the delegate's expenses.
(4) Suggestions for the agenda of the International Anarchist

Congress.
We hope

Proletarian Republic. The Anarchists are furnishing Makhno 
and his bands with all their watchwords, their cry being "Down 
with all Governments, which steal from the peasants, rich and 
poor alike!" The Soviet Government, says the article, is 
taking from the peasants for the public good.

Following this come long arguments from Plekhanoff to 
show that Anarchist philosophy is responsible for propaganda 
by deed, and that it is essentially a petit-bourgeois philosophy. 
The late Daniel de Leon is quoted approvingly as having said : 

Scratch an Anarchist and you will find a reformer. Scratch 
a reformer and you will find an Anarchist.” Real salvation 
lies only in the Communist Party, ” which lakes the direction 
of Hie masses, understands the ultimate interests of the prole
tariat, and, therefore, can guide (hem in their struggle.”

Wretched stuff; malignant, illogicul, pedantic and con
fused. We have done our readers a good turn by putting our 
translation in the waste-paper basket. That the so-called 
Soviet Government should publish officially such a screed gives 
us houk idea of its capacity I

Two International Congresses, ‘
the other Communist, were held recently in Moscow, 
they were in session the Bolshevik Government issued, in 
several languages, a paper entitled Moscow. It was the 
Government’s official organ. Le Libertaire, of September 2, 
reproduces one of the articles that appeared in the French 
edition. In a brief introduction it explains that it does so 
because Anarchists the world over should understand how the 
Bolshevik Government regards them.

For our part we agree with Le Libertaire that the article is 
a monument of stupidity. The point to be remembered, how
ever, is that our comrades are rotting in gaol, are persecuted 
and are calumniated, because they have struggled to free 
Syndicalism from the yoke of political dictatorship; because 
they are not willing that the Russian Revolution should sink 
into despotism as, under the strangling of Jacobinism, the 
French Revolution sank. Great, and perhaps irreparable, has 
been the damage already wrought.

The article in question is a long one, and we find our 
space too limited for the full translation we originally madg. 
The gist of it is as follows :

The demand made at the Congress by the Anarchist-

. • ■ • now that the more rebellious Com
munists are out ol it, is sinking more and more deeply into the 
slough of Parliamentary opportunisms. In Italy * also the 
wages of the coal miners are being attacked, the proposal being 
to cut them down from 16 to 28 per cent. Umanita Nova’s 
correspondent writes concerning this: “Inasmuch as, in the 
very first skirmish, the. miners of Boccheggiano, RiboIla, 
Gavorrano, Ravi, and Massa Marittima bent the back, we shall 
have to meet fresh blows and fresh reductions. And this is

Alberio, chief of the Black Hand camorra in New York City. 
—; assassinated recently. Notoriously he had more

States. This case has greatly stirred the Labour movement 
there, and more than one journal of established reputation, in 
no way connected with revolutionary propaganda, has pro
tested vigorously against what it considers a grave miscarriage 
of justice. Il Risveglio contrasts the treatment accorded to 
these men, whose real crime is said to have been great activity 
in the Labour movement, with the honours paid to Alberto 
Alberio, chief of the Black Hand camorra in New York City, 
who was assassinated recently. Notoriously he had more 
than a score of murders to his account, but he died worth 
several million dollars. Our contemporary well remarks that 

the history of the North-American Inquisition began with 
the Chicago tragedy of 1887.” America’s proletariat funked 
at that decisive moment, and Capitalism took instantly the 
coward s measure. He has been Capitalism’s plaything ever 
since.

Malatesta’s brochure, “
ago, is continued and concluded in Le Rcveil of September 3. 
As the editor remarks,
that the very reason for Anarchism’s existence lies in 
struggle against dictatorship, in every shape and form.” Much 
space is given, both in this paper and in II Risveglio to starv
ing Russia, a pitiful appeal for help being printed in full. 
“ I nfortunately, however,” runs the editorial comment, “ in the 
past funds subscribed for public calamities have been almost in
variably w’asted or stolen, in the most criminal fashion.” We 
should insist, therefore, on a clear understanding respecting the 
disbursement of all moneys collected, and on precise informa
tion as to the purchases, etc., required. The Federation of Syndi
cates, at a recent meeting in Geneva, decided to open subscrip
tion lists, and selected Le Rcreil as the accounting medium. 
Comrades of all countries are urged to give any information in 
their possession that may lead to the best possible use of funds.

phase of social development is passing. Science and War 
between them have smashed, beyond all hope of recovery, the 
great trading machine we once commanded and destroyed the 
monopoly we enjoyed so long. The world is no longer in its 
infancy. It is no longer content to be dependent on us eco
nomically, politically, or in any other way.

Recently a. well-known politician concluded his review of 
the unemployed problem with these words: “In short, w’e 
must sell more goods or starve.” That represents the position 
of our ruling class, and unfortunately that of too many of the 
workers and their leaders. They are content that their whole 
existence shall depend on their most questionable ability to 
produce cheaper than their rivals and retain command of 
markets either no longer open to us or non-existent. Mean
while they try to meet what they consider a temporary crisis 
by measures that can only make their slavery more slavish and 
their security more insecure. They multiply taxes, w’hich 
they, the creators of all values, necessarily—though that fact 
is concealed from them carefully—have to pay. They create a 
vast bureaucratic machinery, run by unproductive parasites, 
whom their toil must support. They stand by a system 
becoming rapidly unworkable, and do everything to throw it 
more completely out of gear. In none of these things is there 
a particle of sense.

It is true, as Tolstoy said, that the rich will do everything 
for the poor except the one thing needed—get off their backs. 
It is true, as Henry George taught, that you cannot have one- 
fifth of Scotland turned into a deer forest, or a Duke of West
minster monopolising 400 acres in the heart of London, with
out condemning Scotsmen and Englishmen to helpless slavery. 
It is true, as the Anarchists declare, that only by the recapture 
of life’s natural rights can security and happiness be won.

W. C. O.
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taught the workers that the great struggle for the emancipa
tion oi the proletariat was one of gradual conquest, of investing 
the leaders themselves with public power—for Hheir own 
emancipation.”

Both Umanita Nova and 11 Risveglio report that the 
Socialists were never so bitter in their attacks on Anarchists 
as they are to-day, and attention is directed to the fact that 
A i anti, the Socialist Party’s official organ, has just reissued 
Plekhanoff’s notorious diatribe, in which he classifies us as 
being either deceived innocents or traitors, agents-provocateur 
and spies. However, Serrano, the noted Socialist leader, has 
been shown up as having borrowed twenty thousand lire from 
a Government agent. His defence is that he was taken in, 
as many other men have been.

Malatesta is again very active with his pen, chiefly in 
exposition of Anarchism’s basic principles. In a remarkable 
article entitled “ The Task of the Hour,” contributed to 
Umanita Nova, he describes the revolutionary situation as he 
found it on his return to Italy. In his opinion, quick action 
was then the great need, and for this reason, the Anarchists 
being too weak numerically, he favoured the ” Single Front.” 
He explains his reasons, historical and philosophical, for hav
ing had little confidence in the revolutionary professions of the 
Socialists, but he thought that at this special crisis they would 
see things through. He miscalculated, and he says frankly 
that he should have known, alike from their different concep
tion of what Revolution means, from the type of organisation 
they had adopted, and from the men selected as their leaders, 
that they would not stick. The Anarchists alone stood solidly 
for the ” Single Front.” He does not consider we were be
trayed. In his view, a generous one, we deliberately deceived 
ourselves. For the rest, he considers that the present situa
tion in Italy is tense, full of danger and full of hope. Propa
ganda, propaganda, propaganda, should be the watchword. 
Make Anarchists; organise them ; plumb tn their lowest depths 
the problems of to-day and to-morrow. Thus, when the situa
tion calls for action our action will be prompt.

No ; it is not a crisis. It is not a sharp corner which, 
sooner or later, we shall turn. We have started on the 
toboggan and we shall go on sliding. We have allowed our
selves to be caught in the coils of a grossly unnatural develop
ment, and those coils, unless we throw’ them off, will strangle 
us. For my own part I am quite prepared to say that this is 
the fault of universal ignorance and thoughtlessness,.but the 
placing of the blame does not concern me. The fact itself is 
so colossal as to be all-absorbing.

\\ e have to be realists and face the world with facts. We 
have to make it understood that man’s existence on this planet 
is held on certain terms which must be kept. In all its main- 
tenets Anarchism, as I see it, is merely the logical summing- 
up of modern science ; of knowledge that has got its head out 
of the clouds and is standing solidly on established truths. 
\\ hen w7e stick to those we are strong and, ultimately, in
vincible. When we wander off into side issues, and lose our
selves in metaphysical subtleties, our strength departs. Only 

the commanding position of the undeniable should we 
attack.

Man is obviously a land animal. None dare deny it. No 
one has ever been able to show how life can be sustained 
otherwise than by applying labour to natural resources. No 
one has ever been able to calculate how great, how enormous, 
would be the productive capacity of Labour if only it could 
apply itself freely to those resources. Clearly, therefore, the 
land question is fundamental. We must accept it, frankly 
and unreservedly, as such. We must not side-step it, as do 
the Socialists and Trade Unionists; and wre must not drug our
selves with the delusion that it is possible, by any artificial 
measures, to make amends to the individual who is robbed 
of his primary, his most necessary, his inalienable right. Our 
opposition to Governments should be based on the fact that it 
is they who rob him of that right, and uphold the robbery by 
the terrorism of their governing machines. It is they who. 
stripping the individual of his self-supporting capacity, reduce 
him to helplessness and thereby deliver him, bound hand and 
foot, to the exploiter.

In the entire category of crime there is none 60 inhuman, 
so unnatural and so devastating as this. It is at the root of 
all wars, of all class struggles and bloody revolutions, of all 
the social evils now’ tearing us to pieces. All Governments are 
guilty of this crime, and if the British Government is the 
greatest sinner it is only because our Empire is the most ex
tensive. Wherever our flag flies our land laws go; and, re
duced to their simplest expression, they come to this: “Pay 
for the privilege of being allowed to live.”

Inevitably, since life must be maintained, the masses pay; 
and the result is the greatest, the subtlest, the farthest-reaching 
and the most enslaving system of robbery yet invented. All 
our so-called civilisation is now floundering in this net and 
caught in this machine. Under this system al) real independ
ence is smothered ; for the individual, deprived of the one 
essential to self-supjxirt, can be no longer his own master.

In our dependencies the first object of our moneyed 
class is always Io deprive the native of his land. Then he is 
helpless and at the mercy of his alien employer. Here, at 
home, the process is still simpler. Here the masses were 
stripped, centuries ago, of all opportunity of self-support, and 
their existence thenceforth hung on working for masters, who 
employed them in exploiting the commerce of the world. That

4

of repeated outrages,committed by the Fascisti, of their being 

sometimes with apologies. Communists figure largely among 
their victims, and from time to time put up a fight.

munists are out ol it, is sinking more and more deeply into the

Italy.
The tide of reaction evidently is running strong. We read

occasionally arrested, and of their being speedily released
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Compulsory Communism—always

worthy. I do not neglect the time factor in saying this, nut it is g 
look on and discover groups of bright minds quarrelling so hard over the 
differences between their ideals as not to be willing, or to see the opportunity, 
to join hands in building certain preliminary pieces of roadway, very needful for 
all of us, and upon the necessity of which they do not disagree ! Ever so many

NOW HEADY.

Objections to Anarchism.
BARRETT.

•iiiite willing to work with other people in bunding a road to the new
OVVAOVV, blit we ........-..... ................. - • 1 TV 1 t- ?1
the road, as our comrades in Russia found after co-operating with the Bolsheviks,

l“/thing that savoured of Capitalism, which means e> 
...Juld be avoided like the plague. We think the word 
like a glove; it comes from the Greek, and means “
course, there are many popular prejudices against the name of Anarchist,but we 
must live them down. . _ .
an Anarchist, he dealt with this very question and wrote
the name of Anarchist. Then, it will be asked, why offend people s sensibilities 

know better than to

*
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economic system would be universal. But 
which means exploitation of man by man, 

, “Anarchy” fits our ideas 
without Government.” Of

Manv years ago. when Bernard Shaw proclaimed himself 
'• Mud is thrown on

with it? Why not drop it? Simply b-cause our enemies
let us drop it. They will take care to keep it fastened tightly upon us; and if 
we disown it, and yet, when challenged home cannot deny it will it not appear 
that we are ashamed of it; and will not our shame justly condemn us unheard?
We are quite willing to work with other people in building a road to the new 
society but we have to be careful that there is not a State prison at the end of 
the road as our comrades in Russia found after co-operating with the Bolsheviks. 
We think that if Mr. Dole will read our literature, especially “Objections to 
Anarchism,” which we have just published, he will find many of his difficulties 
disappear.—Ed. Freedom.] _____ _____ _________

By GEORGE
32 pages. Price 4<1; post-free, 5d.; 13 copies, 3s.; postage extra.

Orders to Freedom Press, 127 Ossulston Street, London, N.W.l.
groups of humane people are set against violence and war. Socialists, Single
Taxers, Communists, Anarchists desire to be rid of land monopoly. Few of us 
know enough to have thought out in any detail the features of the world which 
we aim to create. Most of us waste our time in belabouring the present rt-gime 
—the cheapest of efforts in oratory! Why cannot we travel together, construct
ing our road-bed os we go along, according to those lines of our several ideals, 
which begin with a common direction. May be we shall see presently that the 
ideals themselves, when better understood, tend to coalesce!

Please tell me, and, J may say, many of your readers also, how far you deem 
it necessary to handicap your splendid movement towards freedom with the 
prejudices, misunderstandings, and obscurity which render the words “Anarchy,” 
“Anarchism,” and “Anarchist” almost fatally un persuasive and repellent. Do 
they not becloud your true message? I ask this as one who has been well 
indurated to the bearing of unpopular names. Jf the word is the best to carry 
the truth, I am not afraid of it,—Yours respectfully,

Boston, Mass., U.S.A. Charles F. Dole.
[We do not think very much separates us from Mr. Dole, except that he 

seems to have an idea that there are a few good things which might be saved 
from the wreck of Capitalism. Certainly Capitalism is a form of co-operation, 
but co-operation which is enforced by the fear of starvation. But there are 
many forms of voluntary co-operation nowadays which exist in spite of Capital* 
ism, and they will continue when that evil is abolished. As the making and 
upkeep of roads, railways, the sewage system, etc., would be necessary, a sensible 
people would soon provide ways and means of carrying them on. As for experi
ments in new economic methods. Anarchists have always favoured them, and we

Unemployed Refuse to Starve.
The situation of the unemployed is going from bad to worse, 

but at last they are beginning to show the Government that 
they do not intend to starve whilst the rich roll in luxury, and 
unless something is done for them very soon they will do some
thing for themselves. Sir George Paish, whose knowledge of 
the world-situation is probably greater than that of any other 
economist, is reported as saying: “So far as I can judge, we 
shall have twice as much unemployment this time next year as 
we have now, just as unemployment is twice as bad now as it 
was last year. No effective steps are being taken by the Govern
ments.” In our opinion, the task is now beyond the power of 
Governments, and the workers must tackle the job if they hope 
to save themselves and their families from starvation. The 
Government, even if willing, cannot do anything drastic to 
relieve the situation without antagonising the two mo8t powerful 
forces in the country—the financial and landed interests. These 
two giants bar the way, and although Lloyd George denounced 
them in the days gone by, before he gained power, he has to 
dance to their tune now. It therefore remains for the workers 
to find a solution for themselves. It is a sheer waste of time to 
interview Lloyd George at Downing Street. They must ignore 
the Government and their own blind leaders, and get together 
and decide on methods for themselves. But whatever measures 
they may agree on to meet the immediate emergency, we know 
that there is only one thing that can prevent its recurrence, and 
that is to abolish the monopoly in land and use its wealth for 
the benefit of all. Anything less than that is merely palliative.

A meeting of London comrades was held at the “ Workers’ 
Friend ” Club on Sunday, September 18, to discuss matters in 
connection with the above Congress. Letters were read from 
comrades in Glasgow, Gateshead, and Brighton, promising 
financial support towards the expenses of the delegate; and 
after some discussion the decision of the previous meeting to 
send one delegate only was confirmed, and our comrade, Dr. 
Salkind, Editor of the “ Workers’ Friend," was appointed. 
A collection towards the expenses realised LT l‘2s.

The following provisional agenda of the Congress has been 
sent us by our comrades of the Federation of Anarchist Com
munists of Germany:

Constitution of Congress.
Reports from the various delegates on the movement 

m other countries.
Anarchism and Organisation.
Anarchism and the peasant question.
The so-called Dictatorship of the Proletariat; authori

tative and free (Anarchist) conceptions of Revolu
tion.

Anarchist activity in Trade Unions.
Rovival of the International Anarchist Bureau.

A meeting to discuss this agenda will be held in London, 
the date of which will be announced in next month’s Freedom. 
Comrades outside of London are requested to discuss the 
agenda and send us their views and suggestions on the various 
subjects. We will be pleased to receive donations towards 
the delegate’s expenses.
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Is Labour Asleep?
The most extraordinary thing about the unemployment 

situation is the inactivity of the Labour movement as a whole. 
Here we have between two and three million men out of work, 
with all the privation and misery it means to them and their 
families, and organised Labour does absolutely nothing. The 
employed workers seem to think it is not their business but the 
business of the Government. They are likely to have a shock 
8oon that will wake them out of their attitude. The Government 
and 6orne of the big employers are manufacturing a nice little 
bombshell for them in the shape of further drastic cuts in 
wages That is their great remedy for recovering the foreign 
trade that has gone astray. Recently a deputation of “experts ” 
visited Lloyd George in Scotland to talk over matters quietly, 
and since their return one or two of them have been thinking 
aloud. Mr. Richens, chairman of Cammell, Laird A Co., one of 
the experts, speaking on October 4 to the members of the 
London Iron and Steel Exchange, said: “ It would be pure 
hypocrisy not to suggest that wages would have to be reduced, 
because wages were by far the biggest factor in the cost of 
everything. Reductions must be gradual. He did not think 
that wages should be cut down quickly, as that only dislocated 
the life of the worker." How considerate! Then comes Sir 
William Bull, M.P., who on the following day said : “ I was at 
a meeting of the Cabinet Unemployment Committee yesterday, 
and some straight things were said about wages. I am afraid 
wages are bound to come down. We sympathise with the 'Prude 
Unions in their efforts to maintain a minimum wage, but-----
So the plot is being hatched in Downing Street, and the Trade 
Unionist in work will soon find that the unemployed question 
concerns him very much, lie will have the alternative offered 
him of reduced wages or joining the unemployed. The em
ployers, with the help of the Government, are determined on big 
wage-cuts, and are prepared to throw many more thousands on 
the streets to gain their ends. It is a matter of life or death to 
them, and it will not be their funeral if they can help it.
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turned down by the Assembly of the League of Nations. His 
stirring appeal to the members on September 30 would have 
moved any one who had a spark of humanity in him, but those 
cold and polished Governmental representatives refused to advise 
that the necessary credits be granted. Dr. Nansen said:—

“ There was abundance of food in the world. Canada alone 
had three times as much as would be needed in Russia. In the 
United States wheat was rotting in the elevators because it could 
not be sold, and Argentina had so much maize that it was being 
used as fuel for locomotives to get rid of it. Ships were lying 
idle, and yet 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 were dying of starvation. 
The conditions were appalling, and what would they be when 
winter closed down over Russia? Would they allow7 the Arctic 
winds to silence for ever the voices now crying for food ? Let 
those who have wives and children picture what would happen 
when winter came—a whole population wandering in search of 
food over a barren land, and men, women, and children dropping 
dead by thousands in the frozen snows of Russia........... In the
face of this situation you cannot sit still and answer with a cold 
heart that you are sorry but cannot help........... From this place
I appeal to the Governments, to the peoples of Europe, to the 
whole world, for their help. Hasten to act before it is too late to 
repent.”

In spite of these moving words, the Pharisaical members passed 
by on the other side. Some of the Governments hope, by 
starving the Russian peasants, to bring about the downfall of 
the Bolshevik®, aLd it is quite certain that the “Disarmament” 
Conference at Washington will discuss ways and means of 
forcing a “ democratic ” Government on Russia. Some people 
still regard a Government as a sort of beneficent deity, but there 
is nothing in all the world so inhuman—unless it is the League 
of Nations.
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A Few Questions about Anarchism. 
(To the Editor oj Freedom.J

Dear Sir,—A friend has handed me a copy of your paper, and I have been 
so far interested as to wish to subscribe for a time. I am habitually shy of 
committing myself as a disciple of any •*isin. ” We want all the truth that we 
can get; and we want freedom in order the better to know the truth. 1 take 
note, therefore, that you call the paper Freedom, which I like. I am in the 
habit of thinking that, so far as we become civilised and humanised, we shall 
find Socialism and Anarchism coming out together as very much the same—the 
one, through the co-operative effort and spirit; the other, by the necessity of 
freedom. I like your healthy reaction against any form of dictatorship, whether 
in Russia under the assumed name of the proletariat, or in the United States in 
the more familiar name of “the majesty of the law.” Arrogance seems to 
speak with the same voice, whatever robes of office it assumes.

1 go heartily with you, 1 think, in the wish that the land and all the great 
natural sources of wealth shall be free from the bondage of private and corporate 
ownership. Neither do I desire laws made to secure the inheritance of great 
blocks of property. I hold that, so far as any group of people, large or small, 
make rules for themselves, these rules should simply embody the general or 
qommon will of the community; they should distinctly not be rules of conduct 
imposed by a majority upon an unwilling minority. That excellent group of 
people, the Friends, or Quakers, have a deal to teach the world about democracy. 
This is because their principles are the expression of friendly, humane respect 
and intelligent goodwill.

( am strongly also against the use of violence. I say “violence,” as distin
guished from such force as a kindly commonsense occasionally uses, not merely 
in behalf of the common good, but also for the sake of the persons concerned, 
namely, little children, crazy or intoxicated persons, the cruel and passionate. 
In all such cases the Golden Rule, while forbidding any show of hostility or the 
will to inflict punishment, surely requires the most efficient care to prevent a 
dangerous person from hurting himself or others. I would have no prisons, 
but 1 fear we shall need a system of hospitals for cases of moral and social 
abnormality.

Of course, I am totally opposed to war, and especially to the use of con
scription. I do not believe that any friendly and intelligent group of people 
have any need of soldiery. The war system now in vogue seems itself to be the 
main cause and occasion for the terror of war, at least in modern times. I 
should add that I believe in full freedom of trade, travel, and residence.

I have written so much as this because 1 desire to know how much further 
your Anarchism proceeds. Thus, while I wish no boundaries to keep men 
apart, there are certain obvious conveniences in keeping up defined border lines 
between communities, amd holding each grouping or organisation responsible for 
the local welfare and health. Though I see no great joy in big aggregations of 
people, there evidently are enterprises of importance—highways and forestry 
and river flowage, etc.—for which organisation towards a common end seems 
requisite. An even larger system seems necessary, when we consider the regu
lation of sea-ports and the lighting of the coasts of a great island or continent, 
as also the vast system of roads needful for millions of people. There are many 
things for which a local order of business is called for—of course, by the 
co-operative will of the people. There are not so many uses for the great order 
of what is called a “nation,” but such as there are seem imperative for the 
general welfare. Some system of assessment and collection of necessary funds, 
by means of rentals or somehow, seems to follow. I don’t care whether we call 
this arrangement “government”; it is probably an imperfect word for any 

But “anarchy ” is the most misleading of 
Freedom is after. You seek, I assume, the 

freedom of civilised men, not of barbarians; but the spirit of civilisation respects 
ajl such orderly methods (of which roads are a symbol) as promote the largest 
fiossible expression of each man’s individuality and the fulfilment of his normal 
ife.

Moreover, I see no present reason, after we have removed the crazy burdens 
of war and tariff taxes, and the privileges which now permit the few to own the 
natural birthrights of the human race in lands and mines, etc., why we should 
not at least try the experiment of freedom upoD such “capitalism” as may 
survive these changes of economic environment. I mean that freedom of indi
vidual initiative, energy, enterprise and intelligence as appears always hitherto 
to express itself more abundantly (and with plenty of social overflow and incre
ment) tinder really free conditions than under any form of prohibition. Give us 
all proper freedom to move and grow and work, and let such capitalism as may 
then arise have its chance alongside of the co-operative enterprises, big and 
little, which would probably cover the larger part of most industries. Capital
ism, within normal conditions, is a mode of co-operation, is it not? The element 
of competition involved in human nature need not be damned as evil. Why not 
turn it in the direction of usefulness ? We have illustrations of the working of 
this possibility in the conduct of a good many capitalistic businesses.

1 believe that good idealism is simply the working plan of practical conduct, 
and that a satisfying ideal will actually work out better than anything less 
worthy. I do not neglect the time factor in saying this. But it is grievous to
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